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Highlights 
• This paper provides design and construction recommendations for DeepRoot Silva Cells®.   
• Silva Cells® can remove up to 75% and 66% of total nitrogen and phosphorus, respectively. 

 

Introduction 
Streetscapes and right-of-ways provide valuable opportunities for stormwater retrofits; however, in 
downtown areas, streetscapes are usually impermeable and heavily trafficked. Most stormwater control 
measures (SCMs) cannot be installed in urban streetscapes, and concurrently urban tree health is poor due 
to the highly compacted soils. A recent solution to urban stormwater management and poor tree health is 
the use of suspended pavement systems to treat runoff while providing space for root growth. DeepRoot 
Silva Cells® are one example of a suspended pavement system that has been approved by the North 
Carolina Department of Environmental Quality (NC DEQ) for stormwater management. North Carolina State 
University (NCSU) has designed and overseen the construction of seven Silva Cell installations in North 
Carolina, United States of America. Additionally, NCSU is currently monitoring three systems for water 
quality and hydrologic benefits. This paper will provide recommendations developed by NCSU for designing 
and constructing DeepRoot Silva Cells® as well as discuss the stormwater management provided by these 
proprietary systems.  
 

Methodology 
Designing and Constructing DeepRoot Silva Cells®  
Prior to any design work the Silva Cell stormwater manual provided by DeepRoot (2018) should be read in 
its entirety. Designers should also use the system’s sizing tool to determine the minimum number of Silva 
Cell units, footprint, and media volume required for runoff treatment and tree growth. The Silva Cell 
footprint should be located in areas where pre-treatment (e.g. sump) can be installed, and the system’s 
underdrain can be tied into existing stormwater infrastructure. An upturned elbow creating internal water 
storage (IWS) can be used to tie the underdrain into nearby infrastructure while improving nitrogen 
removal (Brown and Hunt, 2011; Page et al., 2015) and providing the tree with a constant supply of water. 
More importantly, the Silva Cell system should be installed upstream of a catch basin to ensure bypass is 
conveyed downslope. To increase survivability, an arborist or horticulturalist should be consulted when 
selecting a tree for the Silva Cell system. NCSU also suggests the DeepRoot system is installed in areas free 
of overhead obstructions, in-situ soils are not contaminated, and the tree will not obstruct vehicular line-of-
sight.  
 
It is recommended the Silva Cells® are installed in a configuration that allows for at least 2 ft (0.61 m) of 
excavation beyond the system’s footprint. This additional excavation will allow contractors more space to 
assemble the Silva Cell units. Designers should be cognizant of the depth of the system to avoid additional 
safety precautions (e.g. trench boxes) that may increase the difficulty of construction. Efforts should be 
made to use sites that have nearby space available to serve as a staging area for the various Silva Cell 
components. NCSU also recommends project stakeholders request a strongback or temporary Silva Cell top 
for each unit to allow contractors to place the media within one installation without compromising the 
system’s structural integrity. To streamline tree installation, a tree with a 2 in (5.1 cm) diameter or smaller 
should be planted, and compacted in-situ soil rather than media can be placed underneath the root ball to 
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structurally support the tree. In addition, NCSU suggests using tree grates that can be cut to accommodate 
the tree as it grows and to avoid placing any material (e.g. river rock) on the root ball, which can cause 
damage to the tree.  
 
As of date, DeepRoot requires 95% compaction of soil around the perimeter of the Silva Cell system. NCSU 
is currently monitoring three systems surrounded by washed aggregate rather than compacted soil to 
determine if the aggregate will provide additional storage and equivalent structural integrity when 
compared to the compacted soil. If this design change proves worthy, NCSU will recommend using washed 
aggregate rather than compacted soil around the perimeter of the system to improve stormwater 
management and decrease construction difficulties. Also, NCSU has begun monitoring a pervious gutter 
and Silva Cell treatment train to determine if the pervious gutter can reduce bypass while serving as pre-
treatment for the Silva Cell. If the combination proves effective, NCSU will propose this treatment train to 
DeepRoot as an alternative to permeable pavement pavers serving as pre-treatment. In addition to these 
projects, NCSU is monitoring the impacts of loading ratio (runoff volume: storage volume) on Silva Cell’s 
pollutant removal and volume reduction capabilities.  
 
Monitoring DeepRoot Silva Cells® 
NCSU is currently monitoring three Silva Cell systems for water quality and hydrologic benefits. Ongoing 
monitoring projects follow the monitoring scheme used for older installations. Onsite rainfall is recorded 
using a manual and HOBOTM tipping bucket rain gauge. An ISCO 6712TM automated sampler enabled by 
rainfall depth is used to collect influent water quality samples. Influent runoff volume is estimated using a 
Personal Computer Storm Water Management Model (PCSWMM) and onsite rainfall data. Effluent samples 
and volume data are collected using a weir and weir box attached to the stub of the underdrain. Stage data 
measured over the weir invert are recorded on a 2 min interval by an ISCO 730TM bubbler flow module. In 
addition, drawdown within the systems is monitored using HOBOTM data loggers recording atmospheric 
pressure and water levels. The frequency of bypass is estimated using a HOBOTM data logger installed 
within the tree well, and the total bypass volume is quantified as the difference between the estimated 
inflow and combination of measured outflow and storage volume within the media.  
 

Results and discussion 
Results from Page et al. (2015) indicate Silva Cell bypass is linked to rainfall depth rather than intensity. 
Copper (Cu), lead (Pb), and zinc (Zn) concentrations significantly decreased (86 to 94%), and Silva Cells® can 
remove up to 75% and 66% of total nitrogen (TN) and phosphorus (TP), respectively. Monitoring is ongoing 
for three of the seven Silva Cell systems designed and constructed by NCSU, and a summary of NCSU’s 
monitoring results will be discussed at the conference. NCSU anticipates loading ratio as well as the use of 
aggregate rather than compacted soil will have significant impacts on Silva Cell pollutant removal and 
mitigation of peak discharge.      
 

Conclusions and future work 
NCSU has successfully designed and installed seven Silva Cell systems in North Carolina, United States of 
America. Design and construction recommendations have been developed from these projects and include 
excavating 2 ft (0.61 m) beyond the Silva Cell footprint, incorporating pre-treatment, installing trees with a 
diameter of 2 in (5.1 cm) or less, using tree grates that accommodate tree growth, and avoiding design 
depths that require additional safety precautions (e.g. trench boxes). More importantly, monitoring results 
have shown Silva Cells® can reduce pollutant concentrations.  
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